Alberta Golf Works – Frequently Asked Questions
Why haven’t I heard of AGW?
Since 1974, we’ve been building golf clubs under AGW name brand. We’re committed and
passionate about providing the highest quality equipment for all types of golfers and wallets.
At AGW, the majority of our exposure is free. We receive constant endorsements from happy
and satisfied golfers who play AGW. The top Professional Fitters in the world recognize AGW
as the best quality and best performing Custom ProLine. The top independent testing companies
continually give us awards and top reviews. These reviews and awards are a direct result of
performance and quality, not sizzle. Our media coverage has been extremely heavy given we
don’t advertise. AGW is played on every professional tour and in every category of clubs, except
putters. Even our tour presence is free: the tour players playing our clubs do so by choice, not for
pay. AGW’s main focus continues to rely on word-of-mouth endorsements and concentrate on
providing the best performing equipment.
How do I know if clubfitters are qualified?
Most reputable Component companies will only sell their product to reputable dealers that
have demonstrated knowledge, combined with integrety of their products, and fitting techniques.
The Dealer in question should provide you with names of organizations ,and their personal,and
staff respective certification through that organization. Always check to see if the Dealer is up to
date on technology that is provided through their suppliers, and or Golf Shows etc.
Are Touring Professionals Playing AGW?
AGW is on every tour, in every category of clubs (except putters). The touring professionals are
playing AGW because they truly love AGW clubs, not because they are getting paid to play
AGW.
Because we are not paying for endorsements, we cannot legally use any tour players’ names to
forward our cause. Our focus has been providing the best golf equipment that money can buy
rather than buying the Tour. The result...AGW is the best quality and best performing golf
equipment on the market.

Do AGW clubs conform to USGA Rules of Golf?
Yes. Because AGW is designed for the avid player, it is imperative that we provide clubs that
comply with USGA Rules: and we do. We believe that to further the integrity of the game,
everyone should play by the Rules!

